ARISTOCRATIC ENGLAND
borough, conspicuously cynical in their treasons. They had
every reason for playing double in this fashion. It strengthened
their hold over their nominal sovereign, and it gave them a
chance of a second treason if fortune should favour James.
Also, in case it were necessary to their plans to bring James
back, it would give them a hold on him to be able to say that
they had kept in touch with him. The one thing they had to be
careful about was the Protestant opinion—in its most violent
form—of the people of London. They could have played
James against William and William against James quite success-
fully, as equals, if James had been willing to deny his religion.
It was, at bottom, the devotion of the last Stuarts to the Catholic
Church which finally lost them the monarchy of the three
kingdoms. How far this cross-dealing of the great men be-
tween William and James would still go was to be seen in the
attitude of Russell, and perhaps of Herbert, in the handling of
the fleet. No one really knew until the last moment what the
Admirals were going to do, and we shall see the effect of this in
a moment.
The Irish War : the Preliminaries. The main armed
effort at restoring the legitimate King and ousting the usurper
was made in Ireland, Louis XIV was willing to help James to
recover his throne, and he even sent a certain small contingent
of troops to fight in Ireland, but it is essential to our under-
standing of the position to grasp the fact that Louis only dealt
with Ireland, and with James II himself, as one of many means
towards his own end. He was not specially concerned with
seeing James restored to his throne, still less with his proving
successful in his Irish campaign; what he was concerned with
was the weakening of the coalition against himself. In this
coalition William was one of the leading spirits, and to keep
William and therefore England entangled and weakened, rather
than to have William decisively defeated, was the aim of
Louis XIV's Government.
William might have struck at once, before James was able to
gather even such poor forces as he managed to raise. He was
prevented from doing so by John Temple, the son of that Sir
William Temple who had now for half a lifetime been trying
to involve England in Dutch affairs. John Temple would have
it that Tyrconnel, the great Catholic noble who was governing
in Ireland, would not fight. He therefore gave wrong advice;
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